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live." 
"But why shouldn't we eat you?" said the lupoid. "It wouldn't be fitting to do otherwise." 
Joe Wright tried to think of a reason his savage captor would understand. Looking at the bodies 
of the other members of the expedition, the ones the lupoids had just slaughtered, he began, once 
again, to tremble. The·men lay sprawled as if they were dolls some careless child had spilled 
from a giant toy-box, pitched face-down or on their backs with sightless eyes staring up at the 
alien sky; their limbs in either case sprawling in awkward angles. Many of the bodies lay in 
spreading pools of blood. The lupoids prowled among them, emitting rumbling growls that Joe 
could practically feel vibrating through his chest. Standing a meter and a half at the withers, the 
great shaggy sentients carried spears or stone-headed clubs. They brandished them from time to 
time, the muscles in their shoulders and anns rippling as they walked with a curious stiff-legged 
gait. Occasionally, one of the lupoids would stop by a body and tear something from it, a bit of 
cloth from the uniform, a chronometer from the wrist or a piece of jewelry. Joe shuddered and 
looked away as one of the creatures used a sharp piece of flint to hack a hand from one of the 
corpses. 
Janson had said the wrong thing, something insulting, about how on Earth dogs were 
usually housebroken. That was what had started the massacre. Janson had always been an 
arrogant bastard. Joe supposed his arrogance must have come through even when he was 
speaking through his translation disc. He could have told Sergeant Janson that it was wiser to 
think of the lupoids as wolves rather than dogs. He could have told Janson that they were the 
wrong sorts to insult, especially when they had showed up in a pack and had come armed with 
clubs and spears. That is, he could have told him if Janson would have listened, not that Janson 
or anyone else ever listened to him. After all, Joe was just a mechanic, third-class. Just thinking 
about his low station made him feel like crying. A wave of self-pity flowed over him. Why 
should anybody care about him or what he thought? He was just a semi-skilled laborer, one who 
hadn't shown enough aptitude to rise within his job rating. To them he was nothing. A surge of 
memories of bis day-to-day humiliations overrode even bis present terror, and he began to sob, 
hot tears running down his cheeks freely. 
"What is this?" said the lupoid. "Is this your answer? I don't understand it." 
Joe heard both the sophisticated series of barks and snarls that was the lupoid's actual 
speech and the translator's version in Terran. As well as he could manage, he told the sentient 
beast why he was crying and heard it translated into a cacophony of mew lings and whimpers. 
"So this is why you didn't try to fight us as the others did," said the lupoid, his voice 
tinged with a contempt that carried through the translator. "We thought you were offering 
yourself as. meat., to requite the insult of the big one so this figlit would not go on and become a 
blood feud. But the reason you didn't try. to. fight like the others. is that you were afraid. You. are 
no. warrior. n 
''No,." said Joe miserably, "I'm nothing." 
''Not even a child? Not even an infant?" 
"Not even that," Joe said, sobbing. "I'm nothing, nothing at all." 
The Iupoid snarled· contemptuously. "You are too pitiful to kill' and· too wretched· to let 
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"I wish rd never been born," Joe sobbed. The humiliation of his existence now combined 
with the terror of the massacre to utterly overwhelm any sense of composure he had so far 
maintained. 
"Yes," said the lupoid, "that is the way of it. Everything about you needs to be changed. 
Since we have killed many of your tribe, and you cannot offer yourself as meat, perhaps we can 
end the feud by making you again. If you are nothing, you must be born before you can begin to 
be someone." He turned to the other lupoids, who were busy hacking trophies off the dead, and 
said, "S~ this one here? He hasn't been born yet." 
The others nodded, as though this made perfect sense. The one who had been speaking to 
Joe tied a rope around his neck, urged him to his feet and led him away. Now, for the first time 
since the slaughter had begun, Joe could see the area beyond the ship. Stealing a quick glance as 
his captor gave the rope a sharp tug, he tried to see if anyone had gotten away. Thankfully, Dr. 
Hopper was not among the dead. He had seen her running off toward a stand of trees and 
vanishing into the morning mists when the attack had started. After that he had simply frozen up 
and huddled at the base of the ship. He stumbled off after the lupoid as it tugged the leash 
repeatedly, hastening him toward their camp. Joe was struck by the irony. The dog had him on a 
leash. Of course, it wasn't a dog, though it resembled a wolf from its withers on down. Just 
ahead and above the withers were shoulders and anns similar to those of a human. All the 
vertebrates of this planet were six-legged and most were vaguely "centauroid." 
As they approached the camp, Joe turned quickly to get one last glimpse of the ship and 
the trees nearby. He knew it was next to useless. He wasn't likely to catch sight of her, 
assuming she was still alive. Dr. Jennifer Hopper was one of the few people in the expedition 
who had treated him with any perceptible courtesy. She was also the only woman among them. 
Usually crews and survey parties were more balanced. This just happened to be an odd situation, 
and Dr. Hopper just happened to be decent enough to be kind to a mechanic, third-class. There 
was no point in letting any fantasy go beyond that. Just because they were the only two 
survivors of the attack, Dr. Hopper wasn't going to have a fling with a low-level working guy 
like him. 
A sudden yank on the rope forced Joe to look away from the ship. As they entered the 
boundary of the camp, the acrid odor of male lupoid urine assailed his nostrils. Like terrestrial 
wolves, the lupoids marked their territory. His captor led him up to a large grizzled male who 
wore a head-dress of leather into which bones bad been tied, and said, "I have led the war party. 
I have wiped out the insult. I now return the chieftainship to you, Shaman." 
The grizzled male nodded and rumbled, "And this one here, Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood, 
is he to be eaten?" 
Looking at his captor closely, Joe saw a pattern where the lupoid's fur was indeed 
plastered down with a rusty, caked substance. 
''No, my chief, he is not born yet. When he has become a person and worthy of any 
respect, I wish to give him back to his tribe and let his return be a peace-gift," said Joe's captor. 
The grizzled one rumbled impressively again. "It is good. I approve. And will you take 
him for yours? If so, you had better get to your mate quickly. If he's to grow up tonight, he must 
be born soon." 
"Let it be as the shaman speaks," said Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood, and Jed Joe away. As 
they walked toward one of the hide tents, the lupoid said, "That was our peace-chief and shaman, 
Marks-Where-He-Will. Tonight he wil1 name you. But now you must be born. Long-Teats, 
come here! You must get pregnant right away." 
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A female lupoid, whose dugs did indeed bang down noticeably, walked up to them. She 
and Paints-his-Fur-With-Blood nuzzled briefly and sniffed each other's hind parts. Following 
that, Long-Teats circled Joe, looking at him curiously. "Is this the one I must give birth to?" she 
said. "If so, then I must know him." Joe jumped as be felt her muzzle push up against his 
buttocks. "He's all covered up," said Long-Teats. "I can't give birth to him like that. Pull it all 
off, unborn one." 
When Joe hesitated a moment, she reached up and tore part of his coveralls away. He 
hastily stripped, thankful that his translator disc was implanted just under the skin at the base of 
his throat. When he was finally naked, Long-Teats grabbed his ann and pulled him down, 
forcing him to lie on his belly with his face pressed against the dank-smelling soil. Joe felt her 
climb on top of him. As she settled herself against his back, he could feel the warmth of her 
belly and smeII her rank musk. He heard her bowl and shout, "Sisters, sisters, come and see. My 
husband has fed me strange food, and now I am pregnant. Yes, I feel it coming. I am about to 
give birth. II 
Out of the comer of his eye, Joe couldsee other females crowding around Long-Teats. 
Standing off a little way, Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood was looking on curiously. Suddenly, a rock 
whizzed by the male lupoid. Before he could react, another rock caught him squarely in the ribs. 
Then the females were on him, pulling his fur, punching him and snapping at his heels. 
"Get away! Get away!" they yelled. "Giving birth is women's magic. It is forbidden for 
men to watch." For a while Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood fought desperately, but soon the female 
pack drove him off in a humiliating rout. They yapped derisively. 
Long-Teats let out a howl, and the others gathered around her. Grunting, she edged 
herself forward over Joe's prostrate form moving down his body. At last she rose and cried out, 
''He is born. I have given birth this day!" 
One of the other females said, "Come, sisters, let us help Long-Teats with her whelp. 
See, he is helpless and all covered with her blood. Let us wash him." Before Joe could stop 
them, they had him held fast and were licking him. Soon, they had slathered him with their 
saliva from head to toe. He sat there shivering, and the females said, "Poor thing! Come, Long- 
Teats, your whelp needs you. Come and give him suck." 
Long-Teats took Joe in her arms and forced his head down to her belly, pushing his 
mouth against one of her dugs. Why wouldn't they just leave him alone? Once again an 
overpowering wave of self-pity and remorse took him and he started crying. It was humiliating, 
and he tried to stop, but only cried harder. Long-Teats tucked his head against the soft fur of her 
chest and rocked him, murmuring, "There, there, little one, there, there." 
Joe managed to stop crying and was aware of a commotion off in the distance. A party of 
males, headed by Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood, was coming toward the cluster of females. 
Despite much posturing and bravado on their part, it was plain to Joe that the males were 
approaching the "birthing" area with a respectful caution. 
"See, Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood?" said one of the females, "your wife has given birth 
today. Look at this son she has given you." 
The females made Joe stand up, and the males came and sniffed him curiously. "Now, 
here is a strange child," said Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood. "My mate got pregnant with him today 
and already he is born. J know he is ugly, but J accept him and say that this two-legs-missing- 
talks-through-his-throat is my own son." 
The males all nosed Joe and said, one after another, "Yes, he is of the tribe." 
They left after that, and Long-Teats once again enfolded and rocked him. The day was 
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wanning as the fullness of the afternoon sun bathed the plains. As Long-Teats rocked him, Joe 
felt his tension ebb. They .had said he was one of the tribe. For the first time that day he was 
sure the lupoids weren't going kill him. Pressed against the musty-scented fur of his adopted 
mother, he listened to the muffled beat of her heart until he slipped into a dreamless slumber. 
He didn't know how much time had passed when Long-Teats shook him awake, but the 
sun was low in the sky, and the two moons, huge and ghostly faint, were emerging from behind. 
mountain peaks on the opposite horizon. 
"Wake up, my cub," said Long-Teats urgently. "You must hide. My husband and the 
other males are angry with you and seek your death!" 
It made no sense, but neither did anything else that bad happened that day. The only 
thing that mattered was that they were going to kill him after all. "Where can I hide?" be said. 
"Come," she said, "there is a den where my cubs have often played. The men won't think 
to search for you there." 
He followed her to a rise in the ground that had been tunneled into. Even as he squeezed 
into the den's low chamber, he beard the shouts and howls of the males. Looking out the 
opening, he saw a confrontation unfold. As the males started to surround Long-Teats, the 
females ran up and started snarling at them. Finally, Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood seized Long- 
Teats and said, "Where have-you hidden him? Tell me. I know you are trying to save him, but 
he is a worthless child, and we will surely kill him." · 
"Indeed, my husband, he has fled. He bas gone far from here, fleeing your wrath." 
"You lie!" roared Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood. "You have hidden him somewhere close. 
Where is he?" 
"He is surely not here," said Long-Teats. "He is certainly not in that little den over 
there." She pointed directly at it, and Joe ducked back from the opening. What was she doing? 
Why was she calling attention to the place? ''No, he isn't hiding in there," she went on. "That is 
an unlucky place for cubs to hide. All cubs who hide in there will surely get caught." 
"Let us see," growled Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood. His face suddenly filled the opening 
and he let out a roar of exultation. "He is here! Quickly, let us dig him out, my brothers." 
One of the males hit a side of the den with a club, and it caved in. Joe kicked at them as 
they cleared away the clods of soil. Despite his frantic struggles, however, the males pulled him 
out easily. 
''No, don't kill me!" he shrieked. Seeing Long-Teats wringing her hands, be cried, "Save 
me, mother!" She ran forward, took his arm and tried to take him away from the males. They 
just pushed her away, laughing. 
"Help me, sisters. They are going to kill my cub!" wailed Long-Teats. The other females 
rushed up, only to fall back fearfully when the males brandished their weapons. As two males 
slung him over their low backs, Joe looked back, despairingly, at the females. Where was all the 
fight they'd shown when they drove Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood away from his "birth"? As the 
males carried him off, the females followed, whimpering and bowling about the poor little cub 
the men were going to kill. Their protestations died out shortly, though, and Joe realized it had 
all been a sham. Perhaps the females went through the ritual to absolve themselves of guilt over 
his death. 
The males carried him to a large, low tent off to one side of the camp. Jts walls were 
painted with representations of male lupoids, and a reek of urine assailed Joe's nostrils as they 
bore him through the entrance. As they roughly set him down, Joe tried to think of a way to keep 
them from killing him. 
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Even as he was desperately searching for words, a deep voice thundered, "What is that 
smell?" 
Looking up, Joe saw, silhouetted in the flickering torchlight, the massive form of the 
shaman-chief, Marks-Where-He-Will. Slitted eyes glittered in that looming mass of darkness as 
the shaman leaned forward and sniffed Joe. Looking up at that dark shape indistinctly framed 
against the soot-grimed walls of the tent, Joe felt himself shudder, and a little whining cry 
escaped his lips. 
"It is him," said Marks-Where-He-Will. "It is his fear." He prodded Joe and said, "Your 
fear has a petty, sickly smell. The sickly stench of your petty fear fills my nostrils. I will not 
have it! You are a worthless child and good for nothing more than meat. I will surely eat your 
flesh." 
Joe cowered away from the shaman, no words coming to his lips, though he tried to beg 
for his life. He saw Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood prowl forward from the shadows to stand next to 
Marks-Where-He-Will. "Why did you bring him here, Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood?" 
"He was so pitiful, and I thought he could learn to be a person. Yet, I see now that it is 
too late. He is a worthless child, and I doubt that he is even worth eating. 11 
Joe began to weep bitterly, his humiliation outweighing even his paralyzing fear. His 
true worthlessness was obvious even to these savages. Now he didn't even have his job title, 
mechanic, third-class. Little as it was, it had still given bis life some minor meaning. Without 
even that to define him, he was nothing. 
''He probably isn't worth eating," the shaman rumbled in agreement, "but none may enter 
the Men's Tent except warriors or prey. He is not a warrior, so he must die, and I will surely eat 
his flesh. Now, what should I eat first, part of his leg? No. He is missing two legs already. 
Perhaps I will drink some of his blood." 
Another male came out of the shadows and scrutinized Joe. A necklace of canine teeth 
caught the light as he leaned forward. "He has too many fingers," said the newcomer, seizing 
Joe's right hand and holding it up to his own four-fingered hand. 
"Wears-His-Enemies'-Teeth speaks the truth," said the shaman. "I will eat one of those 
fingers." 
Joe tried to pull his hand away, but Wears-His-Enemies'-Teeth held it fast. Paints-His- 
Fur-With-Blood picked up a crude stone chopping tool. The other males held Joe fast as Wears- 
His-Enemies'-Teeth stretched the five-fingered hand over a flat stone. Joe tried to look away as 
Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood slowly raised the chopper. Two of the other males not only turned 
his head to face the scene, but forced his eyelids apart as well. The chopper fell, and Joe 
screamed in pain as it bit into the bone of his little finger. Echoing his scream, the males threw 
back their heads and howled. Joe hoped that one blow would take the finger off. But as he 
looked he saw that though the finger was bent back at a crazy angle, though the bone was 
broken, and dark blood was oozing from the mangled and contused wound, the finger was still 
attached. He shuddered as his finger throbbed with pain. The chopper rose once more. Again it 
fell, and again his agonized scream was echoed by a chorus of howls. A small artery bled in 
intermittent spurts. The bone was severed completely, if not cleanly. The finger was held on by 
a mere strip of flesh. As the chopper fell for the third time, Joe felt faint and sick. One of the 
males shoved a smoldering twig under his nose, and Joe felt his throat go numb, and both a wave 
of dizziness 
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and subtle distortion of his senses washed through him as he breathed in the acrid-smelling 
smoke. 
They propped him up and held a torch near, so he could see. He was dimly aware of 
more pain and smelled burning flesh as they cauterized his finger-stump. But most of his 
attention was focused on the shaman, who slowly chewed the severed finger. Marks-Where-He- 
Will swallowed it and sniffed the air. 
"It is good," said the shaman. "His terror was neither sickly nor petty. It was the full- 
th.roated fear of one who meets death. He was a worthless child, but now he is gone. The child 
is dead!" 
As though from a distance, Joe heard the others shout, "The child is dead!" It felt good to 
be dead. He didn't have to feel ashamed anymore. The drums the males were beating set up a 
monotonous throbbing that dulled his senses, and he felt a serenity he didn't remember ever 
feeling before. 
"You are in the land of the spirits now," said a voice. The shaman's face filled his field of 
vision. "Tell us what the spirits are telling you." 
Nothing came to Joe's mind. No voices disturbed his serenity. He was no longer within 
the close, smoky tent. Now he was standing on an expanse of plains that stretched away toward 
distant mountains. A herd of high-shouldered plant-eaters dug roots out of the ground with their 
strong, dull-clawed bands. He had always enjoyed watching their tall forms lumber across the 
flat vistas. They were nearly as large as elephants, but their shape reminded him vaguely of 
giraffes and horses. One of them turned to him, bellowing a challenge. Flat slabs of muscle 
... bunched at the shoulder ridge lying just above the withers, as the great beast lifted a tree trunk, 
waved it over bis head and hurled it at Joe's feet. Tossing his blunt, horse-like head, the creature 
seemed to speak to him. Was he warning him away? Joe couldn't make out the words. They 
were probably just animal sounds, after all. Dr. Hopper had said that these animals weren't full 
sapients, like the lupoids were. 
"One of the great ones spoke to you? Challenged you? That is a potent sign. The spirits 
have given you a hard task, but we will help you." The plains vanished from before his eyes. 
Joe saw the grizzled face of the shaman, his muzzle inches away, watching him intently. "Come, 
brothers," the shaman said, still peering at Joe, "we have killed the child and sent his soul to the 
spirit world. Now we must call it back and give birth to the man. Women give birth to children, 
but only men can give birth to a man. Today he was born of a woman's blood. Tonight he will 
be born of the blood of men and be a child no more. Who will help me give birth, that this one 
may prove his worth and become a warrior?" 
"I will," said Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood. 
"And I," said Wears-His-Enemies'-Teeth. 
The two stood on either side of Marks-Where-He-Will and held their arms over Joe's 
head. The shaman gashed their arms and then his own. Hot and thick, their blood trickled down 
over Joe's head and shoulders. Crimson streams poured down his body, thickening to a mire in 
the hairs of his chest. 
"When a child is born, the women lick the mother's blood from its body," said the 
shaman, "but this one is not born until he proves himself a warrior. The blood cannot be washed 
off. He must wear it." 
"He must wear it. He must wear it," echoed the other males. They pulled Joe to his feet 
and urged him out of the tent. Prodding him whenever he hesitated, they Jed him across the wide 
plains. Silvering the entire landscape, the two moons rode high in the clear evening. Behind 
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them, a patch of blackness covering almost a quarter of the heavens created a starless void, a 
bole punched in the night sky. 
"Do not look upon it, Two-Legs-Missing, .. said Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood. "It is the 
Hole-In-The-Sky, where you enter the spirit world. Look too long upon it and the spirits will 
come and snatch your soul away." 
To a certain degree the lupoid was right. The black hole he was speaking of was 
dangerous. One of the reasons for the expedition was to determine the practicality of evacuating 
the life forms of this planet to another world. In less than a million years this world and all that 
was in it would be sucked into the cosmic maelstrom of that great emptiness. 
Forcing himself to look away from it, Joe ran to keep up with the loping gait of the 
lupoids as they fanned out around the herd of the great ones. It hadn't been hard to find. There 
was little, after all, that the great ones had to fear. Marks-Where-He-Will motioned Joe forward. 
The bunting party was spread out along a low rise sheltering the herd. Trying to put the 
throbbing ache in his hand out of his mind as much as possible, Joe clutched the spear they had 
given him rightly as he hastened to join the shaman. 
''You must be the one to strilce the killing blow," the lupoid whispered as Joe reached 
him. "For, was it not your vision that brought us to the great ones? .. 
Before Joe could answer, before he could explain that he was no hunter and hadn't the 
skill to bring down one of the great beasts, a sudden wind gusted, carrying their scent to the 
sleeping herd. In a moment, the huge beasts were up and stampeding, their bellows and the 
thunder of their hooves nearly drowning out the howls of the lupoids as they started in pursuit. 
Impressive as the earthshaking rumble of the great ones' stampede was, the pack, even Joe, had 
no trouble catching up to them. The calves, in particular, were slow in comparison to the 
wolves. The fastest members of the pack had almost succeeded in cutting one of them out, when 
a huge bull suddenly broke back and charged the lupoids. As individuals they were no match for 
the bull and hastily dodged out of his way. 
By the time the main pack had come up on the lone great one, the rest of the herd had 
gained in its flight, and the calf that had been the initial target of their hunt had fled to safety. 
The lupoids cautiously surrounded the bull. A few of them tried to bypass him, but he picked up 
a small boulder and hurled it after them. In the time it took them to dodge that and other missiles 
the great one threw, the herd was beyond the reach of the pack. 
Now the lupoids began to close in. One at a time they dashed toward the bull to draw its 
attention, while the other members of the hunting party threw their spears. Soon the great beast 
had spears sticking out of both sides of his body. Blood poured freely from the wounds, and the 
beast's breathing was becoming labored. Joe could see that, impressive as he was, the bull was 
well past his prime. 
"You must go this time," said Wears-His-Enemies'-Teeth. Joe felt a hand pushing at the 
small of his back. Dashing forward, be found himself face to face with the great one. Between 
them was a fallen tree. Bending down, the bull picked up the log and brandished it in both 
hands. Joe stood frozen before the mighty beast as it raised the Jog over its head. 
"Go 'way! You go 'way!" the bull bellowed. 1t could speak! But Dr. Hopper had said 
the great ones weren't fully sentient. The log splintered at Joe's feet as the bull threw it down. 
Even as it did so, one of the lupoids rushed in and swung a stone-headed club at one of the prey's 
hind legs. The bull let out a bellow as its leg gave way. Toppling like a tree struck by lightning, 
the beast collapsed. 
Instantly the Jupoids were upon it, driving their spears into its innards, while Joe stood 
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by, horrified. "I'm sorry. I'm sorry," he said over and over. The bull turned his agonized face 
toward him as the translator converted Joe's words first into the language of the lupoids, then into 
the simple speech of the great ones. 
"What is this?" said the shaman. "You can speak the language of the great ones? You 
must ask him to forgive us for killing him and ask ifhe will bless us." 
For a moment Joe stared incredulously at the lupoid, then, kneeling by the great one's 
head, he took one of its hands between his own and said, weeping. "Will you forgive us?" 
"Old," said the bull. "Long time now I hear old bulls call ·me. This good time to die. 
This good way. I save calves from you. I forgive." 
"He forgives us," said Joe, relief mingling with grief in the tears that ran down his face. 
"And the blessing?" said Marks-Where-He-Will. 
Joe turned back to the dying bull. "Do you bless us?" 
"Old bulls calling. Send me quick. I bless." 
"He blesses us, but we must kill him quickly." 
"Yes," said the shaman, "you must kill him quickly." 
"Me?" 
"Yes. It is your vision." 
The lupoid who had toppled the bull, now came up to Joe and said, "I am called Biggest 
Club. Use my weapon. Strike him at the base of his skull" 
Taking the stone-headed club, Joe walked around behind the bull. As he raised the club 
over his head he heard the bull say, "Strike well, little one." He brought it down hard and fast. 
The beast twitched once, as the stone head crushed the back of its skull, then lay still. Dropping 
the club, Joe fell to his knees and cradled the great one's head in his lap while he wept..« 
"That is the same noise he made when I first found him, and he hadn't been born yet," 
said Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood gruffly, "What are you crying about now?" 
"I'm weeping for him," Joe managed to sob. . 
"lt is good," said Marks-Where-He-Will. "It is good to mourn our brother, the great one, 
who gave his life that we might eat and live." The shaman gently pulled Joe's arms away, and 
-- the bull's head dropped into the dirt. Blood was welling from the many wounds in the creature's 
carcass, forming dark puddles in the moonlight and giving off a pungent odor. Leading Joe to 
one of the puddles, the shaman carefully uncurled one of the dead, stiffening hands of the great 
one and dipped it in the blood. He motioned Joe forward and pressed the bull's hand against his 
chest. The bloody print of the great one's hand covered Joe from his collarbone to his navel. 
The other lupoids had been busy hacking off strips of meat and making a fire on a nearby 
hillock, but all turned as the shaman called out, "Hear me, brothers! I say this two-legs-missing 
is a person. He is a warrior. I give him a name. From now on let him be called 'Weeps-For- 
The-Prey'." 
The other wolves threw back their heads and howled. It was an affirmation. Joe realized 
for the first time that he really was a person. The deep compassion he had felt for the great one 
widened to include the savage pack of lupoids, who had done all this to make a worthwhile being 
of him when they might well have killed him out of hand. 
"Come, Weeps-For-The-Prey," said Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood, "let us join with the 
others and eat of the flesh of the great one." As Joe hesitated, the lupoid said, "Come. Was it not 
his will that we eat his meat? Did he not bless us? His spirit wilJ be offended if you do not taste 
his flesh. You must honor him and accept the gift he has given." 
And so it was that Joe sat down with the other males and ate the freshly cooked flesh of 
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the being he had only recently spoken to and wept over. 
"The women will be here soon," said Wears-His-Enemies'-Teeth, as he tore bits of meat 
from a piece of rib. 
Was there something significant about that? "How do they know we're here?" said Joe. 
'They see our fire here on the hill"," said the shaman. "One of us told them we were 
hunting the great ones as we left. They knew that we would not make a fire unless our hunt was 
successful. They are moving the camp. Tonight the most important of the sisters will come. 
Tomorrow the others will bring the cubs, and we will go back and bring the Men's Tent. Women 
dare not touch it." 
"But why are you moving the camp?" 
"It is easier, Weeps-for-the-Prey, to move the camp to the carcass of the great one, than to 
move the body to the camp. Tomorrow you will help us with the Men's Tent, but tonight the 
elder sisters must see you and hear your name." 
"And that's a11?" said Joe. "They just need to know my name?" 
The shaman didn't answer, and Joe decided it might not be a good idea to ask a second 
time. In any case, he didn't have long to wait. Howls in the near distance heralded the approach 
of the women, and shortly two lupoid silhouettes topped a nearby rise. From the barks and 
growls just beyond that rise, Joe could tell there were many more of the women here. For some 
reason the others were hanging back. 
"Come," said Marks-Where-He-Will. "The women don't know you and must hear your 
name." He led Joe forward and said, "Hear me, sisters. This is Weeps-For-The-Prey. He is a 
person, now." 
One of the women, who, Joe could see, was wearing the skin of some animal over her 
fur, said, "Hear me, shaman. I, Wears-Her-Sister's-Skin, am eldest of the women of the pack. 
You say this one called Weeps-for-the-Prey--whom we do not know-is a person. But is he a 
man?" 
"I don't think he is," said the other woman in a taunting voice. "I don't think he can stand 
up." Joe was shocked when he recognized the other woman. It was Long-Teats. 
"I say he can," said one of the males, "and I should know. I am not called 'Biggest Club' 
for one reason only." 
Behind the rise, other females laughed and hooted. 
Wears-Her-Sister's-Skin raised an arm for silence. "Ifhe is a man," she said, "let him 
prove it now. Bring forth the one we captured, sisters." 
The females surged over the rise, pushing a cowering, two-legged being ahead of them. 
It was a moment before it registered in Joe's mind that this was a human woman. Dirty, 
disheveled and naked, Dr. Jennifer Hopper still looked quite beautiful. 
"This is Four-Teats-Missing, a two-legs-missing female," said Wears-Her-Sister's-Skin, 
"just as he is a two-legs-missing male. If Weeps-For-The-Prey is a man, let him rut with her." 
"Yes," agreed the shaman, "he must rut with her. 0 
"He must rut with her! He must rut with her!" shouted the males and females together. 
Paints-His-Fur-With-Blood gave Joe a push, and the two humans found themselves standing 
inches away from each other. 
"Dr. Hopper, I'm sorry," said Joe. "l--1 really don't know what to do." 
The Jupoids formed a circle around them and, slapping their hands on the ground in time 
with their voices, chanted, "Rut!" 
"We've got to, Joe," she said. "lfwe don't, they'll be offended. They may kill us over the 
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"I'm still troubled about his refusal to have that finger regenerated." Joe could hear their voices 
through the small opening in the doorway. The chip of scrap metal he'd dropped at the threshold 
kept the door from sealing completely. His ears, sharper now by far than when he had left for 
the planet, easily picked up the conversation from which they thought they had excluded him. 
All his senses were heightened now, in spite of the drugs they had given him. At first he thought 
he had lost his sense of smell. Then it occurred to him that there were no odors to be smelled on 
the ship. Coming from a world redolent with rich smells, he found it unnerving to be held in a 
place where even the toilets were automatically purged of any discernible scent. His attempts to 
create odors in his own room were met with extreme disapproval. 
"Perhaps we should just go ahead and overrule him," the voice went on. ft was 
They were still dancing when. the hovercraft made its. approach. Harsh lights glared down on the 
pack. Howling in dismay, the lupoids scattered in all directions. Dr. Hopper ran toward the 
approaching hovercraft, while Joe picked up a spear. Holding his free hand in front of his eyes, 
be brandished the spear at the oncoming threat. 
"This way, Joe, this way,'1 said Dr. Hopper. "We're being rescued." Her words made no 
sense to him. How could this horrible thing, that was creating such a battering wind, be rescuing 
them? And from what? He turned and ran after the pack. 
Behind him, he heard the thing pause briefly, then start up again. As the machine rose 
into the air, its lights threw his shadow ahead of him at crazy angles. He was catching up with 
some of the fleeing pack when he saw his shadow shrink from before him. The flier came down 
and hovered in front of him, cutting him off from the other wolves. Letting out a howl of 
frustration, he hurled his spear at the tormentor. It bounced harmlessly off one of the lights. A 
muffled shot answered his attack. The projectile his unseen assailant had fired, struck him in the 
chest. Looking down, he saw with a comer of his mind that still thought like a human being, 
what it identified as a tranquilizer dart. 
insult, like they killed the others." 
Joe looked down, ashamed. "But, I can't. I just can 't. " 
The ground resounded with the sound of the lupoids' palms as they pounded their 
insistent beat. 
Without any warning, Dr. Hopper grabbed him and pulled him to her. Gasping at the 
sudden shock as her body pressed against his, he felt a tension gather in him and pulled her to the 
ground. The earth throbbed beneath them as fists replaced palms, and the drumming quickened. 
Joe's cry of release was echoed by the howls of the pack. 
"He is a person," said Marks- Where-He-Will. 
1'He is a man," said Wears-Her-Sister's-Skin. 
"Tonight the hunt has been good, and the pack has gained a new warrior," said the 
shaman. "Let us rejoice and dance!" The wolves moved in a shuffling circle around Joe and Dr. 
Hopper, rhythmically slapping their hands on the ground. 
"Dance!" cried Paints-His-Far-With-Blood. Joe moved tentatively. Looking over at Dr. 
Hopper, he was startled at the sensuousness of her movements. She returned his startled gaze 
with a tender, frightened look. Had she cared for him all along? Taking her in his arms, he felt 
her shudder. He wanted to hold her closer, to tell he would protect her, to tell her not to be 
afraid; but the tempo had quickened, and the pack forced them to keep dancing. As the moons 
began to set, and the sky started to lighten, the dance went on. 
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Lieutenant Bascombe, head of maintenance, Joe's superior. "It's upsetting the other maintenance 
personnel, what with that spur of bone sticking out." 
"Well, I can talk to your people about it, if you like," said Dr. Perkins. "A few 
counseling sessions--" 
"No, thank you! The last thing I need on my departmental reports is a series of 
psychiatric sessions for the department personnel in general. You know how that makes me 
look?" As usual, the Lieutenant's voice had an edge of tension to it. "This whole affair with 
Wright is bad enough. Do you have any idea how soon you can get him back on duty? Or when 
you can even get him to grow a new finger? Damn it all, you'd think he'd want his finger back. 11 
Joe heard the faint creak of a chair being pushed back. The psychiatrist cleared his 
throat. Just picking up those two sounds, Joe knew that in the adjoining room Dr. Perkins was 
stecpling his hands and looking like a professor about to begin a lecture. "Often," the doctor 
said, "trauma victims will identify with the agent of their traumatic experience, forming a sort of 
perverse bond, as it were. Attempts to override this bonding usually provoke antisocial behavior. 
Therefore-'' 
"Is that why he pissed in his room?" snapped Bascombe. 
"Well, now you see, that's part of the identification process. The lupoids were his 
tormentors. They mark their territory with urine. He identifies with his tormentors. Ergo, he 
mimics their behavior. It's an interesting phenomenon. I've written a paper on it and have it on 
disk, if you'd care to look at it." 
Letting out an exasperated sigh, Bascombe said, "Duty. When can he go back on duty?" 
"Actually, light duty might be rather therapeutic. So, if you want to assign him to 
anything that's not too crucial, you can start now." 
"Good. At least something's going right. I'll assign him to routine maintenance on the 
shuttle carrying the bodies of those fanatics. That way I won't have useful people wasting their 
time with that crap. 11 
"Ah, the space-worshipers," said Dr. Perkins. ''Now they're an interesting phenomenon. 
You see--" 
"Yeah, sure. You've written a paper on it. Fine. Right now I'd like to know how long we 
have to wait for Wright to agree to get that damn finger regenerated. Or when we finally go in 
and do it whether he likes it or not." 
"Well, actually, I haven't written a paper on this new religion, but that's not a bad idea. I 
could interview this priest or whatever he is and possibly do a psychiatric profile on him. As to 
the finger, let's just wait. It's important that Joe feels he is of some importance and has some 
control over his life." 
"But he isn't important," said Bascombe. "He's a mechanic, third-class. That's all and 
that's nothing." 
"Yes, I agree. But, for him to fit in again, he has to at least/eel important. Now, about 
this priest, how long is he likely to be on board?" 
''Not long, ifl can help it. With every damn mission that goes out of this base, whether it 
goes to the planet or to investigate the black hole, manned or unmanned, it's all on my head if 
anything goes wrong. We've got scientists carping at us because they can't get their pet projects 
moving fast enough to be the first ones to publish on this or that aspect of black holes. And what 
does the C.O. do? He gives priority clearance to this religious nut so he can perform some weird 
burial ceremony and dump the bodies of the faithful into a singularity. As if I wasn't far enough 
behind schedule. Speaking of which, where the hell is this Hopper woman? I've got things to 
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Joe felt a sudden thrill at the sound of Dr. Hopper's name. They hadn't allowed him to 
see her since they'd taken him back onboard. He heard Dr. Perkins say, "She's due any minute. I 
think that before we let them meet, I should talk to Joe again." He was going to see her! Hastily, 
he moved away from the door, so Dr. Perkins would find him seated at the chair, staring at the 
wall. 
After he had been ushered into Dr. Perkins' office, Joe sat staring at the floor while he 
waited for the questioning to begin. He knew he must answer with as little show of emotion as 
possible, or they might drug him again. He shouldn't fidget either, but he couldn't help feeling 
the spot at the base of his throat where the translation disc bad been. 
"Now, Joe," said Dr. Perkins, "I know we talked earlier, and you agreed not to urinate in 
your room anymore, so we won't have to give you those shots that make you dizzy. Ordinarily, 
that would be it for today, but Lieutenant Bascombe has some good news for you, and I have a 
visitor I want you to talk to. Lieutenant, why don't you give Joe his duty chit." 
Bascombe handed Joe the slip noting his assignment and muttered some words about 
"routine maintenance", while Dr. Perk.ins looked on, beaming. "So, Joe,11 he said, "bow does it 
feel to be going back to work?" 
Joe managed a smile and nodded. "Fine, yeah, it'll be good." He knew the two men were 
staring at him and, in his nervous agitation, ran his fingers back and forth over the spot where his 
translation disc had been. 
"Something wrong with your throat, Joe?" 
'The disc is gone." 
"Yes. They took it out in emergency when we got you back. You don't need it anymore. 
It's a pity you had to have the duty when the incident happened, but you're never going back 
there again; so don't worry about the translation disc. Ah, here's our visitor." 
Joe froze as be heard the door slide open and shut. Sitting rigidly, staring fixedly at the 
floor, be still saw movement out of the comer of his eye and realized that Dr. Hopper had just sat 
down opposite him. 
"Well, Joe, here's Dr. Hopper," said Perkins. "I know you two might be a little uneasy 
around each other because of the nature of the traumatic experience you shared on the planet, but 
we need to discuss some things to help everyone get better. You're getting better, aren't you, Dr. 
Hopper?" 
"Oh, yes," she said. She was near to Joe and he ached to see her. Still, he somehow 
couldn't bring himself to look at her. Suppose she had changed? He had cherished the moment 
when be could say what he wanted to her. Through all the time he had been kept on the ship, it 
was the one thing be could feel good about. But what if she didn't feel the same as she had that 
night on the planet? 
"Joe's doing better too. Tomorrow, he'll be back on duty." 
"I'm pleased to hear that," she said tonelessly. 
''Now, Joe," Dr. Perkins said in the tone Joe thought of as the doctor's "sincere" voice, 
"you were telling me of certain feelings you have for Dr. Hopper. Would you care to talk about 
those feelings?" 
Joe looked up at Dr. Perkins, horrified, and shook his head. Wasn't that supposed to be 
private? Why was he talking about it in front of her and Lieutenant Bascombe? 
"Well, I'm afraid we do have to talk about those feelings, Joe. Otherwise, I'm afraid 
you'll hang on to certain delusions you have about Dr. Hopper." Perkins turned to her and said, 
do." 
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He didn't start light duty until three days later, when they finally let him out of the locked room. 
He was just beginning the basic check on the shuttle when he met the priest. 
"At last," said a resonant voice, "our brothers and sisters will ride to the Translation 
Point. It's good of you to help them to their new birth." 
It was a moment before Joe realized that the man was speaking to him and thanking him. 
"I'm just a mechanic," he said, avoiding the man's eyes. There was nothing remarkable about his 
looks, but the man seemed charged with energy, and Joe felt uncomfortable around him. 
"Well, we can't get there without you. What's your name?" 
"Joe." 
"I am Sirius." He laughed then. "Of course that's my new name. We all name ourselves 
after stars." 
"Do you worship stars?" asked Joe. 
''No, the Way of the Stars is a path to God. We don't worship things. lfwe worshipped 
stars we couldn't be named after them." 
"You all have special names?" 
"Yes. We're all special." Sirius laughed again, a rich laugh that seemed to we11 up from 
"You see, Dr. Hopper, Joe is under the impression that you enjoyed the sexual act the lupoids 
forced the two of you to perform. He has certain strong feelings about you, based on this 
assumption, and feels that you reciprocate those feelings. Now, it's important that we get to the 
truth of this matter. Did you enjoy the sexual act?" 
"No, .. she said. KJt was disgusting and humiliating." 
"And do you have any feelings of love or desire for Joe?" 
''No, of course not." 
"You don't bate him, do you?" 
"No, What happened wasn't his fault. We were both victims. Just something we have to 
get through." 
"Thank you, Dr. Hopper," said Perkins. He turned back to Joe and said, ''I know this is 
painful for you, Joe; but it's necessary for your readjustment to society. I think you should thank 
Dr. Hopper--" 
"It's as though nothing happened, isn't it?" Joe burst out. He turned his anguished face to 
look at Dr. Hopper. "It didn't mean anything, did it?" 
"Oh, Joe!" Suddenly Dr. Hopper looked shocked and stricken. "It did happen, Joe. 
Never forget that." 
"Dr. Hopper, I think you might be creating the wrong impression," said Perkins hastily. 
"And it did mean something, Joe. It did." 
"I think that will be all, Dr. Hopper," Perkins said firmly. "And now I think Joe's 
probably getting too agitated. Orderly, take Joe to the treatment room." 
For all that Joe struggled, the beefy orderly bad little trouble gagging him and gently, but 
firmly, removing him from Perkins' office. As he was being wrestled out the door, Joe heard Dr. 
Perkins say, "Now, Jenny, that wasn't part of the script, was it? I thought we had agreed on the 
script. That last little outburst of yours was rather an antisocial act and there was an element of 
sabotage in it. I just wonder if we weren't overly optimistic in giving such a positive report in 
your psych review. Perhaps we took you off tranquilizers too soon." 
''No, no, really, rm fme," she protested. The door slid shut, cutting off the rest of her 
words, and Joe never saw her again. 
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The shuttle was just beyond the point where he should have jettisoned the bodies when the 
Dr. Perkins skim.med the request Bascombe had handed him and then looked at Joe. "You were 
seen talking to that priest," he said. "This desire to make the run doesn't come from something 
he said, does it?" 
"No," said Joe. "I just want to show that I'm ready to resume full duty. I am qualified to 
pilot the shuttle." 
"Well, Joe, I wonder if you're really ready to take on full duties. If you had your choice, 
what do you think you'd want to do after you make this run?" 
"Well," said Joe, smiling meekly, "I thought I'd get that fmger looked after, you know, 
get it regenerated and stuff." 
Dr. Perkins smiled and extended his hand. "Good for you, Joe, I think you've licked this 
thing." He turned to Bascombe and said, "Is there any problem with Joe making this run? ... 
"No," said Bascombe absently, as he poured over printouts, "it'll free up someone we 
need." Joe started to go, and Bascombe looked up. "One thing, Wright," he said, "that priest 
does the ceremony here, and then you take off and dump the bodies. I don't want that fanatic on 
board the shuttle. Got it?" Joe nodded, smiling. 
Joe looked around to see if anyone was watching. He wasn't sure they were limiting their 
observation of him to on-the-spot checkers. They might be using remotes. Motioning Sirius to 
him, Joe whispered in his ear. 
"Now, that is a special name," said Sirius. "You'll have to tell me how you got it." Joe 
drew away from him, suddenly suspicious. What if Sirius were to report their conversation to 
Dr, Perkins? "Well, some other time," said the priest and laughed again. 
"Why are you so happy?" 
"Because," said Sirius, spreading his arms, "the universe is so wonderful" 
"Oh?" 
"Yes. Just look at it, Joe!" Sirius gestured at the stars shining in through the shuttle bats 
large ports. "You know, every new discovery that gives us answers, also creates new questions. 
The more we know, the more mystery we find. The universe will always be new for us. Isn't 
that splendid?" 
It was splendid. Joe couldn't answer. Ifhe spoke, he was afraid he might start crying. 
He looked out at the panorama of stars, only to be jolted by the empty darkness of the black hole. 
"The-Hole-In-The-Sky!" be blurted, pointing at it. 
"Yes," said Sirius excitedly, "that's exactly what it is. It's the Translation Point. 
Everything in the universe goes in to be made over. Then it comes out at the white bursts. And 
do you know what lies between the black holes and the white bursts, whaf s inside all the black 
holes?" 
Joe shook his head. 
Sirius chuckled. "That's where God lives," he said. 
After Sirius left, Joe approached his work on the shuttle with a new sense of purpose. 
Now be knew what he had to do. 
me?" 
a soul filled with delight. 
'1 have a special name," said Joe, furtively. 
"Really?" said Sirius, seeming genuinely interested. "Would you care to share it with 
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hyperspatial communicator buzzed. Despite his obvious attempt to sound calm and rational, 
Lieutenant Bascombe's voice betrayed a certain agitation. "Program a course correction, Wright. 
You've passed the jettison point. Now, dump the bodies and tum around." 
Joe accelerated without bothering to answer. 
"What the hell is he doing? Wright, if you don't respond, we'll override your program 
and set our own parameters. Now, punch in a course correction." 
"I'm on it, sir," Joe said and punched in a program that would guide the shuttle to the 
planet. Having previously disabled the sending device, he knew that the programmed course 
change would arrive at the base in such a garbled form that they'd waste valuable time decoding 
it before they could act. 
''Now, Joe," said Dr. Perkins' voice, "you know that risk-taking--and that's exactly what 
you're doing now-is a sign of improper socialization. I have to tell you that if you continue this 
risk-taking, we'll have to do a new evaluation, one that might prove less than favorable. I am 
glad you've punched in the course change, but you should also jettison those--uh, the cargo--and 
start braking before you get too deep in the black hole's gravity well. You know, if you don't 
tum pretty soon you'll hit a point where the tidal forces will tear the shuttle apart, and you won't 
be able to bail out in the escape pod, because when the fuel tank explodcs--and it will--you'll be 
vaporized. Now come on back. 11 
Joe heeled the shuttle over slightly in a move that could be considered the first stage of 
coming about. It also turned him toward the planet. He didn't bother jettisoning the bodies. 
"Damnl He's headed for the planet. Override that new program," shouted Bascombe. 
"Can you bring him back?" said Dr. Perkins. 
''Not until we complete the override on this latest course he punched in. The shuttle will 
only respond to corrections in the latest logged course. Try to talk him back in while I work on 
this." 
"Can you hear me, Joe? This is Dr. Perkins. Now, Joe, we want you to come back. 
We're overriding your course change, so you won't make it to the planet. Besides, even if you 
went there, you wouldn't be able to communicate with the lupoids. You don't have your 
translation device. Joe, why don't you tell me what this is all about?" 
"Ask Sirius," said Joe. 
"Did that fanatic help you plan this stunt?" yelled Bascombe. 
"No," said Joe, "but he'll understand what I'm doing. This is Weeps-For-The-Prey 
signing off." 
He ignored their further babble and, while they wasted time overriding the dummy course 
he'd set for the planet, he returned the shuttle to its original heading. Free now of any chance of 
intervention from the base, he set the power for maximum thrust. The shuttle surged forward, 
carrying him to the Translation Point and sudden, splendid oblivion. 
